
Set: A sofa, and two chairs with a dining table in the 

middle.  

 

Nigel is asleep on the sofa. Lucy dashes in, looking 

directly to the audience and ushers them in, as if she is 

about to tell them a secret.  

 

LUCY: 

26 years ago, something amazing happened. In fact, two amazing 

things happened. The first one being Like A Virgin by Madonna 

was released and that’s the greatest album ever, but the 

second, and perhaps most important thing, is that my beloved 

Nigel was born (she points at him, he snores and dribbles a 

little). He still doesn’t see why turning 26 is such a huge 

milestone. But I do. When he turns the big 2-6, that means I 

can round his age up to thirty. And he’s always said that when 

he turns thirty, he’d be ready to settle down, marry and have 

kids and accept where he is in life. I’ve got a sneaky feeling 

after all these years that will be with me. I know, if we’re 

sticking strictly to the mathematical rules, you can round 25 

up to 30, but he’s always denied that, says it’s in the 

middle, doesn’t count. With 26 though, he can’t deny it. He’s 

getting closer to commitment and I wanted his birthday to be 

special. And the best thing of all? I even had an idea for his 

present, a proper good, special idea and proper good, special 

ideas don’t come along that often. If at all. My previous 

birthday presents have been a bit hit and miss to be honest. 

The novelty underpants set with days of the week written on 

them caused a couple minor arguments, like when it’s Wednesday 

and he’s still wearing Monday’s pants, although he claims that 

he was just wearing them in a different order. The day trip to 

Alton Towers just ended as you would expect any day trip to a 

place where they throw you around upside-down in the middle of 

the sky, but at least I now know vomit is easy to wash out of 

nylon. But this year, I had a brainwave. My beloved Nigel is 

always talking about this amazing goal that he once scored, 

when he was 12 years old. I sometimes sense that he talks 

about the goal when he’s going through a period of low 

confidence, when his self-esteem is completely shattered, 

because he wants to feel like he’s achieved something in life. 

Sometimes he talks about it three or four times a day! He’ll 

have that fire in his eyes, he’ll just wake up, sparkle, and 

talk me through it. I know the words off by heart now because 

he’s told me so many times...October 19
th
, 1997. Match kick-

off: 5pm. Acklesbury Colts verses The Limington Lions. 

Stadium: the second field behind the Maths block. Ten minutes 

played, game coming to a stalemate when suddenly... 

 

Nigel stands and suddenly becomes very animated. 

 

NIGEL: 

...youngster Nigel Bowers picks up the ball deep inside his 

own half. He looks up, casually strolls past their hasty 

attacking midfielder, crosses the half way line. There’s a 

tiny hint of expectation in the air as to what he’d do next, 

would he cross? Would he sweep it to the right wing where 



little Tommy Malcolm is making some great space for himself? 

The Limington Lions coach is urging his players to close 

Bowers down, but they can’t because he ghosts past them with 

unbelievable technique. Within seconds, he’s approaching their 

area. The big, clattering centre back lunges towards him, 

Bowers swings around, he has his back to the goal yet he’s 

also 18 yards out. The defender is confused. Bowers chips the 

ball over him, runs around him to pick up the ball and then – 

with his back turned away from the goal, with the most 

immaculate chip you could possibly imagine he catches the 

keeper off his line and the ball falls gently into the bottom 

right hand corner. He wasn’t even looking, it was just 

instinctive, it was mesmerising. The crowd, all 22 of them, 

are speechless, they’re too breathless to even cheer or 

applaud because they have just seen the greatest goal ever 

scored. 

 

Nigel slumps back to the sofa and dozes off again. 

 

LUCY: 

He still insists, after all these years, that he, at the 

tender age of 12, scored the greatest goal football has ever 

seen. Now, I’m not a football fan at all, as far as I’m 

concerned these over-paid, under-worked thugs who call their 

wives WAGS should get a proper job in a supermarket like me, 

but just seeing the excitement and the way it lights up my 

beloved Nigel’s face makes it all worthwhile. I started to 

think, what if it was actually the greatest goal ever scored? 

Would there be a place for it, somewhere in football history? 

Or perhaps just even on YouTube so people can marvel at the 

beauty of what my man could do before he ate too many bacon 

butties? He mentioned, once, that in the crowd a parent was 

filming it on one of those chunky camcorders, you know the 

type you used to see before you could use your mobile phone 

for that kind of thing? And he nearly dropped the camcorder 

because the goal was that good. I decided, for his birthday, I 

would find the video footage of that goal and present it to 

him, surely that would be the best birthday present ever? 

 

Lucy picks up a laptop and sits down next to Nigel, who 

continues to snore.  

 

LUCY: 

My mission, like all great missions, started at the end of 

Coronation Street. Having finished my tea, I turned to my 

beloved Nigel to see, typically, he was asleep on the new 

leather sofa we got in the January sales. I switched on his 

laptop and stared vaguely at the screen for a short while, 

appreciating how difficult this task would be. Searching for 

Acklesbury Colts didn’t really bring up many results, apart 

from a few crudities from a neighbouring school, but that gave 

me the idea of contacting his old school directly. The next 

day I did.  

 

She puts the laptop down, stands, and calls her mobile.  

 



LUCY: 

(telephone voice) Hi, is that Acklesbury Senior School? Great. 

I know this might sound like a random question, but many years 

ago, my boyfriend, my beloved Nigel used to play for your 

Colts Football team. In one game, on October 19
th
1997, he 

scored a goal and I was just wondering if you happened to have 

any video archive of it?’ 

 

 She waits for a second and puts the phone down.  

 

LUCY: 

Now, I thought that was a perfectly reasonable question to be 

honest, I wasn’t asking for the world or anything. But the 

silence that followed suggested either a) the receptionist 

didn’t speak very good English or b) I talked too quickly for 

her. I started to repeat the question, as slowly as possible 

without sounding patronising, before she rudely interrupted 

saying it’s highly unlikely. I can see why Nigel left that 

school at 16 now if that’s the kind of manners they adopt. I 

admit, at this stage, to returning to the state known as 

clueless, but as I sat, eating my yoghurt in the staff room it 

turns out that my nosey mare of a work colleague Fiona had 

been listening to my conversations and offered her unwarranted 

opinion. She recommended a website to me where you can meet up 

with old friends, I won’t go into details because I’m telling 

you a story here not advertising a webpage. That evening, as 

soon as Eastenders had reached its dramatic climax for the 

night, I heard the familiar and comforting sound of my beloved 

Nigel snoring on the couch after a hard day’s work, so quickly 

went to that website and messaged everybody that could 

possibly have met him when he was a mere snip of a lad. Fiona 

was clearly wrong, I waited for at least half an hour and 

nobody had replied.  

 

 Long pause. 

 

LUCY: 

A week had past, and I’d learnt how to check my emails on my 

mobile phone, still amazed, if slightly brainwashed by the 

technology available to me. Having such fancy facilities is 

all good, but not when nobody bothers to email you. I started 

looking at other options for the birthday of the year, perhaps 

he’d like a day out somewhere? Like the Zoo? ‘Stop it, Lucy’ I 

told myself, ‘he’s not 10.’ Other random, but equally rubbish 

ideas entered my head, such as a new lawnmower, and a cat. But 

then I realised a cat might be considered a baby substitute 

and I didn’t want him to have the wrong idea, especially as 

he’s only going to be four years off the big 3-0 and we know 

what happens then. I spent all of Tuesday lunchtime in a music 

shop, desperately trying to remember what music he actually 

listens to. It hit me then I didn’t have a clue what he likes, 

and I started to panic. Perhaps I didn’t know him well enough? 

Understanding somebody’s music taste is like understanding 

their personality. My heart started to race, perhaps I was 

moving things to fast with all this talk of marriage, and 

babies, and cats? And then the friendly young sales assistant 



recommended I purchased Heavy Rock Anthems Volume 12, it 

looked manly enough so I went along with that.  

 

 Lucy strolls away, and looks at her mobile. 

 

LUCY: 

I was walking away from the shop when I felt my mobile buzzing 

in my pocket. I knew then this was it; I could just sense 

before I even answered that this was going to be my saviour. I 

have this knack you see, of knowing. And the fact that I 

didn’t recognise the number. I wept with joy in the streets 

when a random man called David explained to me on the phone 

that his father was the man who filmed that match; and every 

match that was played at home that season just in case little 

David ever scored. Apparently he never did, which upset his 

father greatly and he even stopped him being proud of his son 

for a short while. I giggled to myself for a split second, 

knowing full well my beloved Nigel scored 11 goals that 

season, and briefly considered if that made him a better 

person. I then remembered that football is just a silly boys 

game and decided to let it go, whilst remaining deeply proud 

of my beloved Nigel’s sporting achievements. David's father 

had the video, even if he admits they were unwatched and he 

confessed to not remembering my beloved Nigel’s amazing goal 

but admitted that might have just been thanks to bitterness. I 

wept even more, it was time for me to go and collect the 

evidence that my man has achieved more than basic stability in 

his life.  

 

 Lucy places three post-it notes next to Nigel, and sits 

 on the chair, upright.  

 

LUCY: 

A day and three lies later I was on a train on my way to 

Glasgow, feeling equally excited by my reasons for going up, 

and wary of the drunken nutcase sat opposite me. The three 

lies, incidentally, were... 

 

 Nigel awakes to see three notes. 

 

NIGEL: 

(reading the first note) Darling, I’m just off to visit my 

sister in Luton. (picks up the second note) Darling, regarding 

Luton, I just fancied getting the train there for a change, 

just in case you see my car is still parked outside the house.  

(he picks up the third note) Darling, I’ll be gone for a day 

which I know is longer than normal, but it’s nothing to do 

with your birthday present, honestly.  

 

 Nigel shrugs his shoulders and falls back asleep. 

 

LUCY: 

Because I'm such a good liar he didn't suspect a thing. I 

smiled to myself, it was a smile of excitement – the 

excitement my beloved Nigel is going to feel when he sees that 

VHS. My smiling was noticed by the nutcase sat in front of me, 



who smiled along and farted a bit. He then very kindly 

complimented my hair, and I smiled some more and realised he 

perhaps was a nice smelly nutcase and I’d be fine. He then 

complimented other parts of my appearance including mentioning 

some things which a lady shouldn’t repeat, and I didn’t feel 

so comfortable so changed carriages. The rest of the trip, 

just in case you were concerned that anything untoward had 

happened, was fine. I found myself in the unofficially more 

mature carriage which was just full of old, safe people; 

there’s always one on every train if you look for it. I sat 

next to an old girl who introduced herself as Betty. We 

chatted briefly and I remembered why I like old people so 

much; they’re just so harmless. She then cut out half way 

through the chat and I feared she was dead, but when she 

started snoring and then dribbling on my shoulder I knew I 

could relax for the rest of the trip. As I sat with only the 

sound of the train rattling somewhat worryingly along the 

tracks, and Betty snorting and spitting away on my left arm, 

bless her, I finally had time to reflect on what a damn great 

girlfriend I am. My mum always told me to hold onto my man, 

‘if you find a good one, trap him’, she said, and I was 

certainly planning on doing that! This video will seal the 

deal, it shows how much I listen to him, it shows how much 

effort I’d go to in order to make him happy.  

 

 She stands, excited. 

 

LUCY:  

Actually sealing the deal was by far the easiest part of the 

adventure. In Glasgow, a sweet and bewildered, coughing old 

man gave me a Waitrose bag for life. Inside the bag, 

practically glowing, was the video. An E-180 black video 

cassette, dusty but with a neatly written sticker which read 

those magical words:  19/10/97, Acklesbury Colts v The 

Limington Lions. Without wishing to sound presumptuous, I 

strongly believed if I didn’t get a wedding ring out of this 

from my little footballing hero we'd have a serious row. 

 

 Nigel stands and they both sit at the table and start 

 eating. 

 

LUCY: 

(excited) Monday evening was soon with us. My beloved Nigel 

knew I had a trick up my sleeve, maybe it was the giggling 

that gave the game away, or just the fact that it was now the 

evening and he still hadn’t been given his presents. I could 

feel the tension in his eyes as he ate his special birthday 

lamb chops. But the wait was worthwhile. 

 

 She hands him the video. He wails with excitement and 

 leaps into the air, she is thrilled. He pushes the dinner 

 aside and puts on the video before sitting down at the 

 sofa. Lucy walks over and proudly watches it with him. 

 

 

 



LUCY: 

For a video so old, the picture quality was remarkably good, 

despite the occasional coughing which led to the camera 

shaking. Clearly, the cameraman has always had that cough. 

After a while, I confess I got a little bored with the match; 

after all it’s just a load of kids kicking a ball around. It 

was nice to see a young beloved Nigel though with his silly 

haircut, but in all honesty I’ve seen far more incriminating 

pictures from his mum anyway.  

 

 She starts putting the plates away. Nigel's head drops, 

 disappointed. He stands, and walks over to her. She turns 

 and sees him. 

 

LUCY: 

Nigel? Are you okay?  

 

NIGEL: 

It was rubbish. It was scuffed, it was going wide. Having had 

my back turned away I didn't know that it took a massive 

deflection off the fat lad in defence before bobbling in, 

wind-assisted. I don't think it even crossed the line. That 

probably didn’t make it the greatest goal of all time after 

all. All of these years and...nobody told me it took a 

deflection. I feel like such a dick. 

 

LUCY: 

It hit me for a moment that I may have been responsible for 

his worst birthday ever. What a bitch.  

 

 Nigel bursts into laughter. 

 

LUCY:  

But then things went a bit...deep. Things never go deep 

between me and my beloved Nigel because, well, we don't like 

things like that. But then he explained it to me, he explained  

that... 

 

NIGEL: 

...all of my life this goal ran through my head, constantly, 

and it was almost becoming a burden to me. What if I did score 

the greatest goal ever? Does that mean I could have become a 

professional footballer if I didn’t eat so many bacon butties? 

If so, what a failure I had become, having a normal life when 

by now I could have been earning millions and having a WAG 

instead of Lucy. 

 

 She looks momentarily offended, he kisses her on the 

 cheek, she smiles and is happy enough. 

 

LUCY: 

Realising the goal wasn’t the greatest goal ever, and even I 

could see that having watched the video myself now, the burden 

had been removed. It took me a while to understand what he was 

trying to say, a couple days even. But for that moment at 

least I was just happy to see him smiling on his birthday.  



 

 They both cuddle up on the couch, with a glass of wine 

 each. 

 

LUCY: 

Later that evening, we sat down and were enjoying a Tesco 

champagne equivalent. It had certainly been a strange day, but 

he seemed oddly happy with it, perhaps the most relaxed I’d 

ever seen him. I, on the other hand, still felt a little 

guilty for giving him a present which basically meant all 

those stories he’d been telling me about his goal scoring 

exploits had been lies, and liars should feel a little bad 

about themselves.  

 

 Song: 'Driven By You' by Brian May.  

 

LUCY: 

As he started to doze, his face lit up again as a Brian May 

guitar solo kicked in on his new Heavy Rock Anthems Volume 12 

CD, and he promptly played air guitar for a few moments before 

informing me this is his new favourite CD. Perhaps I did 

understand him after all.  

  

 He plays air guitar for a few moments, leaping up and 

 down. As he leaps, an engagement ring drops from his 

 pocket.  She spots it. He quickly picks it up and puts 

 it back in his pocket and turns to her. She pretends she 

 didn't see it. He carries on the air guitaring. She 

 smiles.  

 

 

 


